
HACKTIVITY 2012 
 
On October 12-13, 2012, Hacktivity, the largest It Security Festival in Central and Eastern 
Europe will be held again! Real festival mood, presentations, workshops, games, hardware 

 1000+ hackers from all over the world!! hacking, lock picking, big Friday party and

 
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: 

JEFF BARDIN, USA 
Jeff Bardin, Chief Intelligence Officer and one of the most respected experts in the field of cybercrime 
and cyber terrorism will come from the US. In 2007, Jeff was awarded the RSA Conference award for 
Excellence in the Field of Security Practices. His talk will cover the cyber intelligence lifecycle (OSINT), 
including examples of cyber espionage, sock puppet creation, collection and analysis of information 
from blogs and social media. 
 
SIR DAVID PEPPER, UK 
Sir David Pepper was the Director of the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) – the UK 
Government’s agency responsible for Signals Intelligence and electronic information security. He is 
currently a member of the Advisory Board of Thales UK, and works with Deloitte on cyber risk and 
national security issues. Cyber-attacks and technical defences are constantly evolving, each trying to 
get ahead of the other.  But the driving forces behind the cyber wars are not just technical, and the 
struggle has major implications outside cyberspace. In his talk Sir David Pepper will present the 
evolution of the cyberspace and speak about the coming trends. 
 
SHAKEEL TUFAIL, USA 
Shakeel Tufail is the Federal Practice Director for HP Enterprise Security Solutions with over 22 years of 
computer industry-related experience. 
There are only a handful of threat modelling approaches in the industry which are difficult to 
implement due to the subjective guidelines. Our training session will focus on best practices and a 
hands-on approach that will provide attendees a better understanding of how to conduct threat 
modelling in their organization. 
 
...AND WHO CAN YOU LOOK FORWARD TO? 

Zoltán Balázs / Hungary --- Zombie Browsers 
Alexander Polyakov / Russia --- Top 10 SAP vulnerabilities and attacks 
Joe McCray / USA --- The Evolution of Pentesting High Security Environments 
András Kabai / Hungary --- Hunting and exploiting bugs in kernel drivers 
Alexander Kornbrust / Germany --- Self Defending Database 
Vivek Ramachandran / India --- Malicious Wi-Fi Routers for Fun and Profit 
Miroslav Stampar / Croatia --- Spot the Web Vulnerability 
Boldizsár Bencsáth / Hungary --- Duqu, Flame, Gauss malware analysis experiences  
Shay Chen / Israel --- Diviner the new OWASP ZAP extension 
 
AND WHAT ELSE?!:) 
PayPass vulnerabilities, „Chip-tweet”, alternative usage of PKI devices, HSRP insecurities, USB = 
Universal Security Bug, Alternative Internet, Browser based attacks, Android security, iOS security, 
Digipass Instrumentation, NAT attack, Security Code Review, Geek Girls, Tracing mobile phones, Lock 
picking 2.0, Elite Social networks crooks, AV insecurities 

 
hello workshops. Jump from theory to practice: 



--- Hello Injection 
--- Hello Code Review 
--- Hello CA 
--- Hello Hack a Server 
Hardware hacking 

Lock picking (non-destructive lock-opening) workshop and Urban Warrior competition 

24 hours - Hacker road reloaded. Get prepared. Never experienced any similar game.  
Form a team, with a good hacker, a good lockpicker, a good social engineer. 
 
 
Full price for adults: 68 EUR / for companies: 150 EUR 
 

 Special packages: 
2 days ticket & 2 nights in a hotel***     199 EUR 
2 days ticket & 2 nights in a hotel****   299 EUR 
 
Further information, the detailed program and registration: https://hacktivity.com/en/ 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/hacktivity 
Twitter: twitter.com/hacktivity2012 
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